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FIRE – Future Internet Research and  Experimentation

Research Goal
 Supporting research and innovation on new network and service 

architectures
 Predict behaviour and assess non-technical impact: economic, 

societal, energy, environmental

Onelab2, Federica, PII, and Wisebed are offering their 
prototype services
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What is new with the 2nd wave of FIRE projects?

Expanded scope related to networking and far beyond:
 Service architectures and clouds
 Sensor Networks
 Networking: cognitive radio, open flow

Increased emphasis on system level
 Selected FIRE research projects focus on system-level testing, Grand 

Challenge

Demand-driven open federation of facilities
 Joint architecture board moderated by FIREstation
 Joint portal, joint WG for improved user friendliness

Massive stimulation of users/experimenters:
 20% of the budget in each new facility projects reserved for innovative 

experiments Calls by projects – mostly in 2011
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Overview of FIRE Projects
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 10 STREPS projects (8 for research and 2 for testbeds)
 2 IPs (testbeds)
 2 coordination and support actions



FIRE Station
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FIRE Facility and Research

FIRE facility
 Building the FIRE experimental facility to 

support research for the Future Internet, at 
different stages of the R&D cycle, based on 
the design principle of “open coordinated 
federation of testbeds”

FIRE experimentally-driven research
 Visionary multidisciplinary research, defining the challenges for and taking 

advantage of the FIRE Experimental Facility, consisting of iterative cycles of 
research, design and large-scale experimentation of new and innovative 
network and service architectures and paradigms for the Future Internet from 
an overall system perspective.
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FIRE portfolio
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FIRE – Outline of Projects

New Paradigms (Architectures and concepts):
 OPNEX  design and optimisation of multi-hop wireless networks
 ECODE  cognitive routing system
 ECHOS (NANODATACENTER) data hosting at the edge of the 

network
 PERIMETER  to design user-centric protocols based on Quality of 

Experience
 N4C  Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN)
 Self-NET  cognitive self-managed elements
 SMART-Net  SMART-antenna multimode wireless mesh Network
 RESUME-NET Resilience for future networking
 VITAL++  merging IMS with P2P(testbed)
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FIRE – Outline of Projects

Large-scale interconnected testbeds (sensors, virtualisation, 
management):
 WISEBED  Wireless Sensor Network Testbeds
 OneLab2  to create an open federated laboratory
 PII  to provide an infrastructure for interconnecting test-beds

Support:
 FIREWORKS Strategic and operational Coordination of FIRE
 PARADISO Socio-economic impact of future internet architectures
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FIRE Roadmap
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OneLab EU
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For
what?

Testbed
users

Platform
builders

Testbed
owners

PlanetLab software
ANME box: first-class monitoring 
solustions
APE box:active probing equipment
OMF software: control and management 
of networking testbeds
Dumynet software: wireless emulation 
tool

PlanetLab Europe testbed: a world-wide 
platform
NITOS testbed: wireless nodes in a real-
life environment
ETOMIC testbed: high-precision active 
measurement Europewide
DIMES testbed: distributed topology 
measurement infrastructure

Federation with OneLab is an opportunity 
for testbed providers to optimize their 
facilities



ONELAB2

It is of utmost importance for Europe to have access to tools and testbeds to explore 
the future directions for Internet technology and services
The OneLab2 project rises to the challenge of developing and operating an open, 
general-purpose, and sustainable large-scale shared experimental facility
It leverages the original OneLab project’s PlanetLab Europe testbed and its 
international visibility to make this facility a reality
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OneLab2 – Technical and Innovation Approach

OneLab2 will operate PlanetLab Europe and advance it in the following 
areas:
 Monitoring,
 Wireless,
 Content-based networking (CBN),
 Situated and autonomic communications (SAC),
 Benchmarking.

Mature solutions designed in OneLab2 will be integrated into the facility 
and made available for public use
This enhanced testbed serves as a fully functioning prototype on which 
emerging global standards can be built
OneLab2 will also incubate solutions that are not yet mature, advancing 
them towards future deployment
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OneLab2’s Target users and Benefits

Target users are industrial and academic researchers who will be able to 
experiment at a global scale, in realistic environments, and on multiple, 
federated testbeds
The expected impacts of OneLab2 are:
 Strengthened European position in the development of the Future Internet. OneLab2 will 

reinforce the competitiveness of European ICT enterprises by lowering the barriers to 
evaluation for their new applications

 Wider take-up of technological developments in networks and service infrastructure 
facilitated by a comprehensive validation of the technological and service choices

 Emerging global consensus on standards and strengthened international cooperation
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FEDERICA

This project has created a European wide “technology agnostic” infrastructure 
based upon Gigabit Ethernet circuits, transmission equipment and computing nodes 
of virtualization, to host experimental activities on new internet architectures and 
protocols
FEDERICA’s network infrastructure is the basis for providing project virtualization 
services to researchers and end users
 The infrastructure is based on 13 PoPs hosted by different NRENs(national research and education 

network)
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User can request a virtual 
infrastructure(“slice”) composed of a 
combination of circuits (up to 1Gb/s) and 
V-nodes
“Slices” include:
 Routed IP circuits(IPv4, IPv6 unicasting and 

multicasting) and/or system(s) and/or routes



FEDERICA infrastructure
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WISEBED Wireless Sensor Network Testbeds

This project is to provide a multi-level infrastructure of interconnected testbeds of 
large scale wireless sensor networks for research purposes
Pursuing an interdisciplinary approach that integrates the aspects of hardware, 
software, algorithms, and data
Research not only at a much larger scale, but also in different quality, due to 
heterogeneous structure and the ability to deal with dynamic scenarios, both in 
membership and location
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Architecture of WISEBED



WISEBED Wiselib

Wiselib is a generic algorithm library for heterogeneous wireless sensor nodes
 This library is under current development within the Wisebed project

It contains various algorithm classes (for instance, localization or routing) that can 
be compiled for several sensor network platforms
External interface that defines the interface to the OS
Internal interface that defines internally available data structure
 Routing or time synchronization 
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Wiselib target platforms



CREW’s Testbeds - Cognitive Radio Experimentation World

Open federated platform for experimentally-driven research on advanced 
spectrum sensing, cognitive radio and cognitive networking strategies in 
view of horizontal and vertical spectrum sharing in licensed and unlicensed 
bands to demonstrate of CREW functionality through CR usage scenarios
The CREW federation is built starting from existing testbeds at four 
different physical locations:
 A heterogeneous ISM test environment at IBBT incorporating IEEE 802.11, 

IEEE 802.15.1, IEEE 802.15.4, USRP software radios;
 A licensed cognitive radio testbed (including TV bands) at TCD that is based on 

the IRIS reconfigurable radio platform and the USRP;
 A wireless sensor network test environment at TUB incorporating Tmote Sky 

and eyesIFXv2 sensor nodes, Wi-Spy spectrum analyzers, USRP software 
radios and BEE2 FFGA platforms

 An LTE cellular test environment at TUD incorporating a complete LTE-
equivalent base station infrastructure and SDR mobile user terminals.
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CREW Overview

The main target of FP7-CREW is to establish an open federated test platform
The platform incorporates 4 individual wireless testbeds
The CREW project starts October 2010 with a consortium of 7 partners
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CREW Project Timeline

The basic CREW federation aims to be operational at the end of the first 
year for external use
Through two open calls (of which the first call be organized near the end of 
year 1 and the second call near the end of year 2) external experimenters 
will be attracted leading to an open and demand-driven expansion of the 
federation and its usage
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HOBNET - Main aim

To ease and maximize the use of FIRE platforms for Future Internet 
applications on automation and energy efficiency for smart/green buildings
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HOBNET – Main Objectives/Expected Results 

All IPv6/6LoWPAN infrastructure of buildings and how IPv6 can integrate 
heterogeneous technology (sensors, actuators, mobile devices etc) 
6lowApp standardization towards a new embedded application protocol for 
building automation 
Novel algorithmic models and scalable solutions for energy efficiency and 
radiation-awareness, data dissemination, localization  and mobility
Rapid development and integration of building management applications, and 
their deployment and monitoring on FIRE test beds
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HOBNET’s Target Users and Benefits

HOBNET’s Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for Building Management 
Systems (BMSs) can be exploited by the Building Sector European Industry 
as well as Public Utility National Activities on Green Buildings. 
HOBNET’s green building scenarios can contribute to the next generations 
of ICT to support lower carbon emissions for better energy efficiency, 
lighting, and more efficient environmental simulation and monitoring.
FIRE researchers and building management application designers and 
developers will be able to test their high level algorithms in hardware (not 
just simulation), at a large scale, in realistic scenarios. 
Engineers will benefit from the interaction with rigorous algorithmic 
methodologies.
The algorithmic and distributed computing community will benefit from 
the definition of more realistic abstract models and well-motivated problems 
for sensor networking.
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OFELIA
OpenFlow in Europe-Linking Infrastructure and Applications
OFELIA facility is based on OpenFlow, a currently emerging networking 
technology which facilitates virtualization and control of the network environment 
through secure and standardized interfaces
Main objective is the creation of a research facility including
 Create a unique experimental facility that allows researchers to not only experiment on a test network 

but to control the network itself precisely and dynamically.
 Virtualization: automatic creation of slices
 Multi-domain extensions of controllers(for federation of islands)
 Extension into optical and wireless technologies

27

Basic 
Concept



OFELIA
OpenFlow enables users to change the behavior of the network as part of the 
experiment rather than as part of the experiment setup
OFELIA will provide to enable experiments at scale and to ensure that the facility is 
based on mature technology
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Panlab - PII

PII-Pan-European Laboratory Infrastructure Implementation addresses the need for 
large-scale testing facilities in the communications area by implementing an 
infrastructure for federating testbeds
Project concept of European innovation clusters and builds on the existing testbeds 
that are supporting scientific and technological endeavor within these clusters
Develop and elaborate mechanisms to combine and accommodate future clean-slate 
approaches and provide testing services
Define a common abstract control framework, which enables the interconnection of 
diverse testbeds
Number of partners
 20 partner organizations from 8 different European countries
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PII infrastructure

PII’s testbed federation infrastructure will build on the legal, operational, and 
technical framework developed by the Panlab support action in FP6
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TEFIS Overview

The TEFIS platform will support research on future large-scale and resource 
demanding Internet service technologies by offering a single access point to a set of 
customized and advanced services that allow swift exploitation of different testing 
and experimental facilities for communities of software and business developers.
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TEFIS’s Testbeds
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Name Short description Focus

PACA grid Addresses parallel, distributed, and multi-threaded 
computing and cloud applications.

Computation Cloud 
computing

ETICS Automatic build, test and quality certification for any 
distributed software exploiting distributed resources

Automation, multinode
testing, parallel Build

IMS Validation and Testing of Converged Next Generation 
Services. Emulated and Real IMS networks supporting 
OMA, SIP, PGM, 3GPP, TISPAN, SS7 and IM standards.

Converged Mobile 
Services, IMS Real 
Network.

BOTNIA The Botnia Living Lab focuses on the support of human 
centric innovation on advanced ICT Services for “Extended 
Capabilities and Mobility”.

End-user involvement in 
testing & design

Kyatera Resources to develop science, technologies, and applications 
of the future Internet remotely collaborating via a high 
capacity optical network in São Paulo State (Brazil).

Fiber optic network, web 
lab, remote collaborative 
work.

SAC/PlanetLAb DTN (Delay Tolerant Networking) emulation components 
for use cases involving challenged mobile communication 
environments (e.g., involving nomadic users, fleet of 
vehicles).

Situated Autonomic 
Communications

Telematics Telematics Testbed addresses vehicular communications 
technologies and applications.

Vehicular networks



SmartSantander

Smart Santander aims at providing a European experimental test facility for the 
research and experimentation of architectures, key enabling technologies, services 
and applications for the Internet of Things (IoT) in the context of the smart city.
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How does SmartSantander work?

A scalable, heterogeneous and trustable large-scale real-world experimental facility 
will be deployed. 
SmartSantander will address all these requirements by specifying, designing, and 
implementing the necessary building blocks. 
An initial high-level architecture  for the resulting new experimental facility has 
already been worked out
This architecture heavily relies on existing components which will be supplemented 
by the so far missing building blocks.
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Key Functions
(1)  Validation of approaches to the architectural 

model of the IoT.
(2)  Evaluation of the key building blocks of the 

IoT architecture, in particular, IoT
interaction & management protocols and 
mechanisms; device technologies; and key 
support services such as discovery, identity 
management and security.

(3)  Evaluation of social acceptance of IoT
technologies and services.



The FIRE experimental facility testbeds
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FIRE Plan under Work Programme 2011/12
Call 7, January 2011,
 Maturing and expanding FIRE Facility 15M€ (IPs)

i. Complimentary areas
ii. Extending and advancing early prototypes

 FIRE Science ( New! ) 5M€ (NoE)

Multidisciplinary NoE in holistic FI research
Overcome fragmentation and integrate life and human 

sciences
Call 8, January 2012
 FIRE Federation 8 M€(IP)

Implement a high level federation framework for all 
facilities
Making it self-sustainable towards 2015
Develop credible business models assuming decrease of 

EU funding 36



FIRE Plan under Work Programme 2011/12

FIRE Experimentation 15 M€ (1-1,5 M€ / project)
 Challenging RTD, e.g. on holistic network and service architectures
 Innovative usage of the FIRE facility
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GEANT 

European network dedicated to researchers
Bringing benefits to society
Innovative services to optimise the user experience
Connecting researchers across the globe
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The GN3 Mission

To create an innovative multi-domain hybrid networking environment, 
using advanced transmission & switching technologies
To enable R&E users through their Organizations with flexible and 
scalable production quality services via the constituent NRENs
To be an enabler for Global R&E networking supporting international e-
Science initiatives, creating a Global Virtual Research Community
connecting researchers & educators around the world
To contribute to standards as a key participant in European & Global 
efforts towards the Network of the Future
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The GN3 Mission (cont.)

Bridge the geographic and economic Digital Divide and enable access to 
the Information Society
Create a homogeneous GEANT Service Area, advance the multi-domain 
toolset and federated operations
Expand the GEANT customer base
Develop world-wide connectivity and collaboration
Test and deploy leading-edge technologies
Foster innovation, be the platform on which the network of the future is 
developed
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GEANT Research Activities
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Activity Name Description

JRA1 Future Network
Investigating emerging technologies; 
bringing innovation to the network and 
services

JRA2 Multi-domain Network 
Service Research

Researching emerging solutions for 
control, management and service 
provisioning in a multi-domain 
environment

JRA3 Multi-domain User 
Application Research

Expanding the multi-domain framework 
to offer seamless access to services and 
infrastructure to support collaborating 
communities



GEANT Services Activities
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36 European
NRENs

Backbone &
Global Links

Connectivity
Services

Identity and Roaming
Services

GEANT SERVICE Area  SA1  SA2  SA3

1000s of Campuses

10s of Million users

Activity Name Description

SA1
Network 
Build & 
Operations

Designing, deploying and managing 
the pan-European backbone

SA2

Multi-
Domain 
Network 
Services

Supporting multi-domain delivery of 
high-performance connectivity 
services

SA3

Multi-
Domain 
User 
Application
s

Roaming, authentication and 
authorisation services for end users 
and their organisations

SA4 Software 
Governance

Defining guidelines for software 
development and performing quality 
assurance



GEANT Networking Activities
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Code Name Purpose

NA1 Project Management Overseeing and coordinating project 
operations

NA2 Communication & 
Promotion

Generating awareness of the 
network, services and project 
through collaborative dissemination

NA3 Status & Trends Understanding the research and 
education networking environment

NA4 Liaison & Support Coordinating NRENs, user projects 
and international networks



EFII PPP Objectives

EFII(European Future Internet Initiative)
PPP(Public Private Partnership)
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Demonstrate the viability of advanced services and enable new markets
Implement an advanced future internet
Providing the European citizen and industry with better and smarter services 
and applications that keep, extend in time, or enhance their quality of life and 
business



FI PPP programme Architecture
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SME Innovation

3rd Call 
Use Case 

Expansion 
Phase

Call 3

TF Continuation (IP)

Up to 5 Trials

Call 2

Obj 1.8 Use Case Trials (IP)

Obj 1.8 Use Case Trials (IP)

Obj 1.9 Capacity Building (IP)

Obj 1.7 Technology Foundation (IP)

Up to 8 Use Case Scenarios

Obj 1.9 Capacity Building & Infrastructure (CSA)

Obj 1.8 Use Case Scenarios (IP)

Obj 1.8 Use Case Scenarios (IP)

Obj 1.8 Use Case Scenarios (IP)

Call 1

Obj 1.10 Programme Facilitation & Support (CSA)

20112010 2012 2013 2014 2015

Phase 3Phase 1 Phase 2



EFII PPP implementation Roadmap

 Call 1 (20 July – 2 December 2010) – budget 90 MEuro
 Technology Foundation  (one IP, 41 MEuro, 3 years, 30% flexible) 
 Use Case Scenarios – Phase 1 (7-8 areas, IP, 5 MEuro, 2 years)
 Capacity Building (one CSA, 3 MEuro, 3 years) 
 Programme support (one CSA, 6 MEuro, 5 years)

 Call 2 (18 May – 29 October 2012) – budget 80 MEuro
 Use Case Scenarios Pilots – Phase 2 (5 areas, IP, 13.5 MEuro, 

2 years, 10 % flexible)
 Capacity Building (one IP, 12.5 MEuro, 2 years)

 Call 3 (later 2013) – budget  130 MEuro
 Devoted to the expansion and enlargement of many testbeds and pilots (several areas, 

~100 MEuro, 2 years)
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BonFIRE Overview

Building service testbeds for Future Internet Research and Experimentation
 BonFIRE will design, build and operate a multi-site cloud facility to support applications, 

services and systems research targeting the Internet of Services community within the 
Future Internet

 BonFIRE aims to give researchers access to an experimental facility which enables large 
scale experimentation of their systems and applications, the evaluation of cross-cutting 
effects of converged service and network infrastructures and the assessment of socio-
economic and other non-technological impact.
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BonFIRE’s Target Users and Benefits

BonFIRE will support experimentation and testing of innovative scenarios from the 
Internet of Services research community specifically focused on the convergence of 
services and networks. Three scenarios are envisaged:
 Extended cloud scenario: tests are run on cloud computing sites interconnected through public Internet. 

Properties within the site are controlled but the properties of the network are not.
 Cloud with a controlled experimental network scenario: nodes are now connected through an emulated 

virtual internet, allowing both server and network properties to be controlled
 Extended Cloud: with complex network implications (using networks slices) and involving federation 

with other FIRE infrastructures.

BonFIRE will provide innovative methods for describing, deploying, managing, 
executing, measuring and removing experiments including:
 Uniform test description and deployment descriptors for all the scenarios (including crosscutting tests) 
 Cloud resource federation through the federation of clouds in different administrative domains that 

provide physical resources to BonFIRE
 User-friendly user interfaces at the facility’s entry point with an easy to use portal
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GENI US

Current working groups

 Control framework WG
 Component control(obtaining and managing resources)
 Slice control(interfaces and mechanisms for establishing and controlling slices)
 Access control within GENI(usage Policy representation and administration mechanisms)

 Experiment Workflow and Services WG
 Consider planning, scheduling, running, debugging, analyzing experiments

 Campus/Operations, Management, Integration, and Security WG
 What are GENI’s security requirements
 What are the requirements for operating GENI and managing its services

 Instrumentation & Measurement WG
 Discuss, develop and build consensus around the architectural framework for the instrumentation 

and measurement infrastructure that will be deployed and used in GENI
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GENI Spiral 2

GENI Spiral 2 runs from October 2009 through September 2010
The primary goal is to help the maturing GENI prototypes migrate towards being capable of 
supporting as below
 Continuous Experimentation
 Integration
 Instrumentation & Measurement
 Interoperability
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GENI concept
Aggregates are composed of one or 
more individual components under 
common administrative control

Clearinghouses operate registries for 
principals, slices and components

The GENI Meta-NOC provides 
information on the status of GENI 
aggregates and services such as Help 
Desk for researchers

GENI include storage services for 
researchers to archive code, 
configurations and experiment results; 
instrumentation & measurement 
services, to make, gather, and archive 
experiment measurements;

GENI-Internet gateways, to permit a 
controlled exchange of traffic with the 
Internet
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GENI

WiMAX

ShadowNet
Salt Lake City

Kansas City
Washington, DC

Atlanta

Stanford
UCLA
UC Boulder
Wisconsin
Rutgers
NYU Polytech
UMass
Columbia

OpenFlow
Backbones
Seattle
Salt Lake City
Sunnyvale
Denver
New York City
Houston
Chicago
Los Angeles
Atlanta

OpenFlow
Stanford

U Washington
Wisconsin U

Indiana U
Rutgers

Princeton
Clemson

Georgia Tech

Arista 7124S Switch
Toroki LightSwitch 4810

HP ProCurve 5400 Switch
Juniper MX240 Ethernet

Services Router NEC IP8800 Ethernet Switch
NEC WiMAX Base Station



GENI OpenFlow
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GENI ShadowNet
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GENI WiMAX
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GENI control framework integrations
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PlanetLab Cluster (B) ProtoGENI Cluster (C) ORCA Cluster (D) ORBIT Cluster (E) 

Cluster Integration Info Cluster wiki Cluster wiki
PG Nodes

Cluster integ
Connectivity plan Cluster integ

Control Framework 
Design and Prototyping PlanetLab

ProtoGENI
DigitalObjectRegistry
PGAugmentation

ORCA/BEN
ORCA Augmentation ORBIT

Network Aggregate 
Design and Prototyping 

Mid-Atlantic Crossroads
GpENI

BGPMux
CRON
PrimoGENI

ORCA/BEN
iGEN
LEARN

Programmable Network No
de
Design and Prototyping 

EnterpriseGeni
Internet Scale Overlay Hosti
ng

CMULab
ProgrammableEdgeNode

Compute Aggregate 
Design and Prototyping GENICloud MillionNodeGENI Data Intensive Cloud Control

Wireless Aggregate 
Design and Prototyping CMULab

DOME
ViSE
KanseiSensorNet
OKGems

ORBIT
WiMAX D&P
COGRADIO

Instrumentation & Measure
ment 
Design and Prototyping 

VMI-FED

InstrumentationTools
MeasurementSystem
OnTimeMeasure
LAMP
ScalableMonitoring

ERM
LEARN
IMF

Experiment Workflow Tools 
Design and Prototyping 

GushProto
ProvisioningService(Raven) 
netKarma
SCAFFOLD

PGTools

Security 
Design and Prototyping 

SecureUpdates ExptsSecurityAnalysis
ABAC
HiveMind

Early Experiments DavisSocialLinks(DSL) OpportunisticWirelessNet



GENI Spiral 2 Testbeds

PlanetLab distributed testbed
ProtoGENI: Emulab-based network and distributed computing testbeds
OpenFlow networks at 8 campuses interconnected by OpenFlow networks in 
Internet2 and NLR
CMULab wireless networking testbed
ORBIT wireless networking testbed
Diverse Outdoor Mobile Environment(DOME)
 virtualized mobile networking environment deployed on a regional bus system

Breakable Experimental Network(BEN)
 Programmable optical network experiment environment

KanseiSenorNet: Extreame Scale Motes(XSM) based Senosr network testbed
ViSE: outdoor wide-area sensor/actuator network testbed
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GENI (PlanetLab)

PlanetLab is a global research network that supports the development of new 
network services
Since the beginning of 2003, more than 1,000 researchers at top academic 
institutions and industrial research labs have used PlanetLab  to develop new 
technologies
 Distributed storage, networking mapping, peer-to-peer systems, distributed hash tables, 

query processing
PlanetLab currently consists of 1132 nodes at 516 sites
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GENI ProtoGENI
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This project includes a large-scale integration of existing and under-construction 
systems that provide key GENI functionality
The primary contributions of this project to GENI are the development and 
deployment of the ProtoGENI programmable network on Internet2
Deployment and operation of a prototype clearinghouse, control framework, and tools
Delivery of reference clearinghouse and component manaber implementations 
available to GENI prototype developers to use in their own aggregate or campus 
infrastructures
Limited integration and development support for those users so that reference 
implementations can be deployed at multiple GENI locations



GENI ORCA-BEN

ORCA/BEN project which was started at the beginning of Spiral 1, and which 
provides the code for the ORCA control framework
 Unified measurement and experimenter tools, particularly physical layer measurement
 Identity and trust management based on Shibboleth and SAML
 Cloud computing substrates
 Resource description and allocation mechanisms, policies and algorithms

ORCA is a Control Framework to provision virtual networked systems via 
Secure and Distributed management of Heterogeneous Resources over Federated 
substrate sites and domains
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GENI ORBIT

ORBIT is being developed and operated by WINLAB, Rutgers University
ORBIT is to extend the OMF(cOntrol and Management Framework) to design and 
implement a prototype of a GENI-compliant management, experiment control, and 
measurement framework
It can support experiments across heterogeneous testbed resources, with a specific 
focus on mobile testbeds
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OMF Overview
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Future Internet Testbeds in Japan

The AKARI project schedule is divided into two five-year 
periods: the first five-year period (FY2006 – 2010) aims at 
finalizing the new generation network design blueprint 
the second five-year period (FY 2011 – 2015) will develop 
test-beds based on the blueprint.
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Future Internet Testbed in Korea
- ETRI Prototype

(provided by Dr. MK Shin, ETRI)
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The current Internet architecture is under serious    
reconsideration and people started thinking about    
alternatives. 
 Redefining Internet architecture requires many challenged 

works
It’s necessary to support a variety of the new           
different architectures to accommodate the             
heterogeneity of Future Internet (FI). 
 A common platform should be provided to accommodate 

the new heterogeneous architecture research and            
experiments in a shared infrastructure and testbed.
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Why Virtualized Programmable Platform ? 



Two Objectives

Future Internet Testbed as a short-term solution  for 
architecture experiments

 Running multiple experiments simultaneously in a 
shared   experimental testbed
 E.g., GENI

Future Internet Architecture as a long-term solution for the 
future Internet 

 Virtualization, programmability, and federation would 
be an integral part of Future Internet Architecture
 E,g, CABO and FP7 “the network of the future” 

projects    (e.g., 4WARD, Trilogy, …)
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ETRI Platform Prototype

NP-based hardware platform
 Virtualized programmable substrate that operate 

at high speed (ATCA hardware)

Virtualized programmable routers 
 Researcher-defined “Silver-based Virtual 

Routers”

Common Platform APIs
 Programming APIs for Researchers
 Open substrate interfaces

Capabilities and functions 
– Dynamic End-to-end Slice Operations

 Control Framework APIs (protoGENI-compatible)

 Openflow enabled
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Platform Architecture
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HW Substrate  
Maste

r
Core

CP
U

Me
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a-ge I/O BW

Packetvisor®

Legacy 
IP

(Router)
Engine

Research
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Defined 
Experime
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(VPR1)Open

-
flow

…..

…

ETRI Control Framework ProtoGENI
Adapter

Research
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Researcher-defined “Virtualized Programmable Routers”

Dynamic resource allocation to sliver/link
 Computing resources

CPU, memory, storage…

 Network resources
Bandwidth/Link … 

VPR#1

Hardware(Substrate)

PacketVisor®

VPR#2

sliversliver

VPR -Virtualized Programmable Router

Resources

CPU
Memory
Storages
Link …
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ETRI Platform Technologies

Common Control Framework and GUI
Open Substrate Interfaces
Programming APIs for Researchers
Packetvisor®
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ETRI Control Framework Overview



Graphical Interfaces for Researcher
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ETRI Java Interface

ProtoGENI Interface
iPhone /Android Interface



Open Substrate Interfaces

 allocateSliver/deallocateSliver …
 allocatePort/dealloctePort …
 allocateLink/deallocateLink … 
 uploadProgram/upgradeProgram …
 getSliverStatus … 
 getPortStatus …
 getProgramStatus
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ResourceSpec

+id: UUID
+type: String = computer, router, x86, mips
+name: String

SubstrateSpec

+cpus: CPUSpec[1..*]
+memory: long = n bytes
+storage: long = n bytes
+links: LinkSpec[1..*]

CPUSpec

+speed: long = n Hz

LinkSpec

+target: UUID
+bandwidth: long = n  bps
+latency: double = n  secs
+errors: ErrorSpec[0..*]
+losts: LostSpec[0..*]

1..*
1..*

ComputerSpec RouterSpec

ErrorSpec

+rate: double

LostSpec

+rate: double

0..*

0..*

• Multiple Substrate 
Support 

- NP-based hardware 
Platform

•Virtualized programmable 
substrate that operate at high 
speed (ATCA hardware)

- NetFPGA/PC, Wireless AP, etc. 



Programming APIs for Researchers
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– E.g., To support hardware-
based packet processing
• work_request_sync() 

/* get_work */
• send_packet_prepare() 

/* packet building */
• send_packet_finish() 

/* packet sending */
• …

Sliver Termination

Sliver Processing

Sliver Initialization

SLIVERs

Pre-Defined Table

Table API

Queue-Packet

Objects

Queue API

Operational Resource

SLIVERs

Link

Link API

APIs

…

User-Defined Table CPU(time)

…



Packetvisor®

(Simple) Packetvisor 
 Load multiple images (experiments) on 1 CPU Core

Multiple slivers scheduling 

 Dynamic CPU resource allocation on slivers
 I/O queues virtualization
 Memory, storage … 
 Bandwidth/Link 

CPU Core

Packetvisor®
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Why Federated Testbeds ?

No – “one-size-fits-all” at this moment
 aligned with “heterogeneous/multiple FI networks/architecture” 

5 metrics for testbed
 Scale, openness, geographical, commercial, short- long term

Take all the benefits from each testbed
 cf. resource federation  testbed federation
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Federation Scenarios
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Clearinghouse A Clearinghouse B

Agg. A-1 Agg. A-2 Agg. B-1 Agg. B-2

Agg. C-1 Agg. C-2

Agg. 
Manager

Agg. 
Manager

Agg. 
Manager

Agg. 
Manager

Agg. 
Manager

Agg. 
Manager

Registry  
Manager

Slice 
Manager

Slice 
Manager

Authn/ 
Authz

Manager

Authn/ 
Authz

Manager

Registry 
Manager

Authn/ 
Authz

Authn/ 
Authz

Authn/ 
Authz

Authn/ 
Authz

Authn/ 
Authz

Authn/ 
Authz

Control Manager

Authn/ 
Authz

Manager

Resource
Manager

Resources

Federation among     
independent 
Infrastructures 
(with different CF)
e.g., GENI, FIRE,         
Japan, China, and 
Korea

Federation 
among   
independent 
Infrastructures 
(with same CF)
e.g., KOREN and    
KREONET

Federation with       
resources
(Aggregate)
e.g., ETRI, GIST



ETRI Global Partners

US GENI 
 Spiral-2  
Integrating New Projects into the ProtoGENI Control 

Framework
• University of Utah : ProtoGENI (Cluster C)

K-GENI: Establishment of operational linkage between GENI 
and      ETRI/KISTI-Korea for international federation

• Indiana University (GMOC), KISTI 
 OpenFlow, Stanford

EU FP7 
 GEYSERS  (“The Network of the Future”)
i2CAT (Spain) 

Japan
China 
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Testbed and Deployment Plan

US GENI
GLORIAD(1G)

KOREN/KREONET 
Backbone (10G)

FIRST@ETRI/FI
Core Node 

NetFPGA
OpenFlow

FIRST@ETRI/FI
Core Node 

NetFPGA
OpenFlow

FIRST@ETRI/FI
Core Node 

NetFPGA
OpenFlow

…..

FIRST@ETRI
Access Node 

NetFPGA

FIRST@ETRI
Control Framework

…..

Today’s
Internet

Site-A (ETRI)
Campus-B (KAIST, SNU, … )

FIRST@ETRI
Access Node 

Site-B (KT, Samsung)

FIRST@ETRI
Control Framework

NetFPGA
OpenFlow

PlanetLab
Control Framework

1G

EU GEYSERS

NetOpen/
MediaX

ORBIT
Control Framework

First@PC
Accses Node

Campus-A (CNU, GIST
KHU, Postech, … )

Korea Cleainghouses
+ Meta Operation Center

JP NICT(AKARI)
(JGN2+) APII



Korea – GENI Connection
Seattle, USADaejeon, Korea

KREONET, KISTI GLORIAD/KISTI, PNWGP Internet2 & NLR

ETRI

…

FIRST@ETRI 
Platform

1G over OC192

dvNOC

SLC, USAIndiana, USA

Indiana 
Univ.

Univ.
of Utah

FIRST@ETRI 
Platform

NetFPG
A/
OpenFlo
w , 
PS/KAIS
T

1GE

SONET/SDH Mux

GE/TE Switch

HP ProCurve
5412NetFPGA/

OpenFlow, 
PS/KAIST

…

ProtoGENI
Core Node
(HPP5412, 
etc.)GMOC

K-GENI

Daejeon, Korea

10GE

VLAN3100

VLAN3200

VLAN3200
(over NLR)

VLAN3100
(over I2)

DongkyunKim@KISTI, mirr@kisti.re.kr, April 2010



Thank you ! 
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